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SUBJECT: Offer letter:  Asheville City, + Mission Hospital 509 Biltmore Avenue 
Asheville, NC 28801  828-213-1111,  + Biltmore Corporation. One Lodge Street.

Date: Dec 20, 2023. Dec 28, 2023.   Jan 10, 2024.
From: CEOKeith.com Co-Founder of FortuneONE.org and perfected no crime Utopia UNIocracy.org 

  We hereby make our most formal request for meetings to gift $20 Million USD to Asheville City through 
Mayor Esther Manheimer and City Council.  We request a letter of acceptance or denial.  We also request a 
direct meeting to discuss what are your greatest needs we will direct fund with both cash trust fund as well as 
our most prolific patents and copyright protected gifted shared publications includes SolutionMED.org that 
reverses any pandemic in 6-8 weeks we procreated year 1976 along with our other $40 Billion USD patents, 
copyrights, wisdom, education, and knowledge accumulated from the ancient masters of all expertises.
    We also gift $15 million USD to Mission Hospital for designated use to provide state of the art healthcare 
includes use of SolutionMED.org and all other patent intellectual property to massively reduce disease and 
injuries by preventative and educational strategy we perfected back 1976 ERA NCSU Raleigh NC at 
BidOnkeith.com. We offered $20 Million USD to NCSU spring 2014, again summer 2021 and never had reply.

  We are also discussing partnership  and co-locating a percentage of our +100 NGOs on Biltmore Estates 8,000 
acres through Jack + Bill Cecil JR, CEO Biltmore Corporation.  Our enterprises are small manufacturing, 
Education, Construction, Power/energy, Water, Land Management, Consulting services for Fortune 1000 
Executives, transportation, all focusing on economic independent self sustainable re-Development. 
   Your location is spectacular based on French Broad River and adjoining Pisgah National Forest as well as 
surrounded by prominent corporate executives and artistic creative experts.  Billy Graham’s The Cove is also 
our requested base of operations collation for GodsCrusade.org +  ChristDomain.org outreach ministries 
worldwide to supplement all spiritual religious group transfer of GODs wealth to 3rd world nations.

  Our published gifted patents and intellectual property at keith2022.com proof of funds is legendary simple 
complete perfected total replacement methods to empower 8 billion WE GODS people to actually be self 
sustainable as only middle class, no debt, producers of original products and services then barter exchanged 
through our local markets. 
  Current world political, crime, and economic issues are so extreme (corrupted by cyber criminal terrorists like 
ROBERT DEE ROSE and others high up in Corporate Cabal enterprises), that only a complete simple new 
world methods of UNIocracy.org can ever hold everyone fully accountable once they violate our most basic 
civil liberty rights to be free will sovereign citizens of our no crime utopia world led by GivingPledge.space 
mega billionaires who actually understand we are mortal. 

While our patents hereby will eliminate all energy warlords by the most massive reduction in market price 
manipulation and the commodity trading of all fossil fuels, we all now use WE THE PEOPLE Evote.one 
ReInvestall.com forever.  All the other perfected interlinked cascading solutions reverse the criminal authority 
control over OUR databases and natural resources known as infrastructure. Means everything we have gifted 
was perfected back year 1976 again Era of 2001, then revised perfected year 2008 to Oct 3, 2011 to today.
    Overview: Keith Brent Duncan originated and procreated the worlds most prolific series of Patents and 
copyrighted methodology to finally reverse the worst polluters and Political scoundrels of our Earth at all levels.
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We hereby gift portions of our patents so our world scientist engineers researchers and professors can now go 
PUBLIC to national News Media to showcase how to stabilize our entire economy once and forever with the 
other perfect methods.

Current wars are always created caused over political economic fights over who controls the natural resources 
of Water, Land, Air, food, energy that were originally procreated for shared common use by now +8 Billion WE 
THE PEOPLE worldwide.
  
 LaserTunnel.com is now ready for full scale production part of TurnOffLIGHTS.com SolutionSafeWater.org to 
decentralize all production and distribution of all electricity and Safe Water to our mountain regions worldwide. 
No more flooding, no more energy wars, and no more manipulation of the basic supply chain costs of providing 
TerraWatts of electricity and unlimited stored water worldwide.  The current focus of corporate executives is to 
monopolized all the products and services by manipulating the laws, rules, regulations, taxes, and secret deals 
that ensure only the ELITE have full control over all data, all commerce, all trade deals, and almost ALL our 
current lawmakers and Politicians.

We already have a very long powerful list of other benefactors, many located here in Atlanta, most on East 
Coast, a group in Philippines who are beyond ready for transfer of our technology, direct funding of $40 Billion 
USD, and educational resources to build initial project WaWaLake.org that soon expands to Philippines Sierra 
Madra mountain range, then USA Rockies, then USA Smoky Appalachian Mountain range.  Includes immediate 
fast path deployment across European ALPS, Brazil, Chile, even INDIA and CHINA includes RUSSIA, Africa.       
   FiveSteps.life and PeaceSummit2020.com

  Brief Background: It was always reality truth that Keith Brent Duncan was illegally detained (kidnapped) Oct 
1, 2011 to Jan 28, 2014 after being physically robbed, defrauded, robbed again over the return of his very own 
self earned and generated patent copyright intellectual portfolio that was the procreating of the backbone 
hardware, software, operating systems, and all peer to peer communication methodologies that run our entire 
world..  Once DuncanClaim.org 22-1-3042-68 filed May 3, 2022 is signed by a SINGLE JUDGE and broadcast 
as the destruction of UNIocracy.org, our very own $500 Million USD will be returned as required legal 
restitution that was always one of the prime seed funds to direct fund the rest of UNIOcracy.org perfected year 
1976 forward.

    Yet no one actually enforces any existing Constitutional laws unless the victims pay more money to top 
lawyers to overcome the criminals ability to infiltrate our DOSJ.org and Interpolice.ONLINE new world 
database that are un-hackable and fully secured by Keiths 1976 methodology from NCSU Raleigh NC years 
1976 to graduation Dec 15 1981.   We most formally request everyone direct contact visit NC Governor Roy 
Cooper, Atlanta FBI J.C. Hacker, Atlanta AG Chris Carr, GBI director Michael English and all major press 
broadcasting media best owners and editors ASAP.  Includes local WLOS and best News, Radio, media stations.
   
Now our entire world economy will be reversed by simple REINVESTALL.com SolutionMilitary.com 
SolutionManifesto.com and TeamMONEYMachine.com gifted solutions. Includes EVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE 
single world interconnection open public database to all other all digital databases worldwide.

Most humbly gifted and documented by Keith Brent Duncan. IID 1-19580815-1 SS 243-86-0043.
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